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                An endless stream of content for the Khmer audience! Sabay’s portals provide Cambodians with all
                types of content to consume through each day, all year round.
              

            


            
              
              

              
                
                  
                    
                    
                      

                      

                      

                    

                    
                  

                  
                    News & infotainment

                    An extensive web portal that’s a source of Khmer digital news and entertainment content, in the form of written articles as well as premium video.

                    	
                        
                          
                            
                          

                          
                            
                              Sabay News
                            
                            an ePortal for all Sabay channels
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                            an ePortal targeted at the Cambodian woman
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                            an ePortal for quickfire global and business updates
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                            the latest happenings in the world of technology
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                    An extensive web portal that’s a source of Khmer digital news and entertainment content, in the form of written articles as well as premium video.
                  

                

              

              
              

              
                
                  
                    
                    
                      

                      

                      

                    

                    
                  

                  
                    TV & Movies

                    With more and more screens, Cambodians are looking for entertainment on their smartphones, and we deliver.

                    	
                        
                          
                            
                          

                          
                            
                              SOYO
                            
                            Cambodia’s first and only membership-driven content streaming service with specialized Khmer, Thai and Western movies and TV shows.

                          

                        

                      
	
                        
                          
                            
                          

                          
                            
                              Sabay TV
                            
                            Our specialized YouTube channel features numerous playlists of web series on various topics, catering to various demographics, and short films for entertainment; all conceptualized and created by Sabay.
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                    With more and more screens, Cambodians are looking for entertainment on their smartphones, and we deliver.
                  

                

              

              
              

              
                
                  
                    
                    
                      

                      

                      

                    

                    
                  

                  
                    Games

                    Sabay started off as a gaming company in 2007 and has brought localized PC gaming that remain a staple amongst Cambodia’s gaming community, even as games from around the world enter the space. Additionally, Osja is our in-house game development company.
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                    For the self-proclaimed bookworm, we have created a specialized portal that regularly publishes works of Khmer literature, from short stories to full-length novels. The content can be accessed via a web browser or through the Android and iOS apps.
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                Sabay has pioneered and organized some of Cambodia’s most memorable and long-standing events, from
                end-to-end.
              

            

            
              
              

              
                
                  
                    
                      NET (National eSports Tournament)
                      

                    
                    An annual gaming competition held around different cities in Asia featuring Sabay’s own AK2: Attack Online game played by players from all over the region.
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                    In 2019, we brought one of the world’s premier DJs - Diplo - for an unforgettable night at Sound Club Phnom Penh.
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                    The first and biggest technology expo in Cambodia. Digital Cambodia brings the brightest and most innovative minds in digital technology to Phnom Penh, Cambodia for three exciting days filled with thought leadership, insights, and practical solutions.
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                We build platforms that can be used across various verticals, keeping the end consumer in mind.
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                    An online shopping portal, focused on selling men’s and women’s fashion and accessories.
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                    Secure Settlement Network (SSN) is an open, neutral and secure payment authorization ledger linking payment providers to merchants and customers.
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                As one of Cambodia’s foremost technology companies, Sabay provides large-scale tech services across the
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                    The Cambodian Network Exchange (CNX) is a not-for-profit, open and neutral Internet Exchange that serves to enhance the Internet environment for local and international IP traffic in Cambodia.
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                    We provide facilities as a third party data storage and management network, processing numerous critical data on a daily basis through our trusted infrastructure.
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                    Through multiple server connectivity, we provide on-demand cloud server hosting services across the Cambodian internet space.
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            A ONE-STOP DIGITAL SOLUTION COVERING ALL OF CAMBODIA

            Download our brochure (PDF)
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    03 Career
      

    
      
        
          Join the team

        

      


      
        
          "Come join us!

          Come join us at Sabay to create awesome experiences that inspire happiness! We are an unconventional team
            of enthusiastic and talented people from around the world. We are young, dynamic and a bit crazy. Our
            workflow and products are constantly evolving to drive digital innovation in Cambodia. At Sabay, we are
            looking for team members who are diverse, collaborative and innovative. We value our people for their
            passion, pride in their work and performance.

        

        
          Are you ready to do your best work?

          
          
            
              Current Openings
            

            
              We're hiring! Let us know if you see something you like!
            

          

        

        
          *Didn't find anything?

          
            You can submit an application at any time. If you’re right for us, we’ll find you a place in our
            organization. Send us (HR@sabay.com) your CV along with a
            letter telling us what you're passionate about!
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                  To be a source of inspiration for the youth of Cambodia in their pursuit of happiness.
                

              

              
              
                
                   mission 
                
              

              
              
                
                  To make every interaction that readers, viewers or partners have with Sabay an awesome experience for them.
                

              

              
            

          

          
            Cambodia is an exciting country with a dynamic youth community eager to play an active role in the
              digital era. Sabay (formerly known as CIDC Information Technology) was formed in 2007
              to help meet this demand with new services and products, including online content and mobile
              entertainment. 

            Sabay is a forward-thinking pioneer and has been the first to introduce online gaming, unified SMS
              content and original online entertainment (news, movies, music and TV) in the Kingdom of Wonder.
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            Sabay believes in contributing to a happier world in which youth can experience and be inspired through
              music, art, entertainment, and technology. We support lifelong learning and professional development as
              well as a healthy and clean environment for all.

          

        


        
          
            
              
              

              
                
                  
                    AISEC

                    A non-governmental not-for-profit organization in consultative status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), affiliated with the UN DPI, member of ICMYO, and is recognized by UNESCO – Sabay offers complete support throughout the campaign.
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                    Battle of the Bands Cambodia

                    A competition to discover and encourage a new breed of talent for the future of entertainment in Cambodia.
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                    Bon Phum

                    The event that connects and unites Cambodian people through Khmer arts and culture.
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                    Chaktomuk Short Film Festival

                    Chaktomuk Short Film Festival (CSFF) is the first and largest short film festival in Cambodia – a collective of young filmmakers showcasing their work.
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                    Earth Hour

                    Every year, people countdown together across the globe to celebrate Earth Hour and take one iconic action: switch off the lights. Sabay participates actively and encourages participation from all across the nation.
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                    Phnom Penh Designers Week (PPDW)

                    PPDW is collaborating with the best of Phnom Penh’s fashion designers and other artists in the fashion industry as curated by the founders of Fashion Lab.
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                    GoGreen Cambodia

                    Sabay joined this campaign to raise awareness about how we care about the environment.
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                    Ignite Phnom Penh

                    Ignite is a speedy public speaking platform made up of fun and inspiring presentations.
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                    JCI

                    A nonprofit organization of young active citizens aged 18 to 40 who are engaged and committed to creating an impact in their communities.
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                    The Sound Initiative

                    A social enterprise that helps foster new talent, offering a tailored program for each musician.
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                    Tedx KramuonSarst

                    #TEDxKramuonSarSt is a platform gathering experts in various fields to share, motivate and inspire listeners with the power of the ideas.
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                    YEAC

                    The Young Entrepreneurs Association of Cambodia (YEAC) was established as a volunteer-driven non-profit organization whose mandate is to empower young entrepreneurs of Cambodia to enhance youth entrepreneurship.
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              milestones

            
              Through the years, Sabay has grown leaps and bounds from a basic start-up to become a leader in entertainment and tech in Cambodia.
            

          

        


        
          
            
              
              
                2007
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Sabay Digital Corporation starts as a gaming company and is the first company to enter the gaming space in Cambodia. To date, we still hold the number one position in the gaming space in the country.
                
                
              

              
              
                2008
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Sabay introduces Sabay coin, Cambodia’s first digital payment solution
                
                
              

              
              
                2010
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Sabay News is established as an online portal for news and entertainment
                
                
              

              
              
                2011
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Sabay TV is established as a premium online video content channel
                
                
                
                Sabay hosts the first-ever eSports event in Cambodia
                
                
              

              
              
                2012
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Sabay eNovel (website) launches
                
                
                
                Sabay founds the eSport federation along with the National Olympic Committee of Cambodia
                
                
                
                Sabay invests in Osja studio - Cambodia’s first gaming and animation studio
                
                
                
                Sabay launches Anachak Dara, Cambodia’s only film and industry awards
                
                
              

              
              
                2013
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Sabay expands to an office in Singapore
                
                
              

              
              
                2014
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Sabay expands to an office in Myanmar
                
                
                
                Sabay News website becomes the most popular and most visited Khmer website
                
                
              

              
              
                2015
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Sabay expands to an office in China
                
                
              

              
              
                2016
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Sabay launches Kanha, Cambodia’s only women-focused portal
                
                
                
                Sabay launches Kley Kley, a news website for quick business updates
                
                
              

              
              
                2017
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Sabay launches its VOD platform, Soyo
                
                
                
                eCamshopping, a leading online shopping portal in Cambodia since 2012 joins the Sabay group
                
                
              

              
              
                2018
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Soyo wins 2nd Cambodian ICT Awards 2018 and the Best Digital Content 2018 Award
                
                
              

              
              
                2019
              

              
                
                

                
                
                Sabay launches Secure Settlement Network (SSN) linking payment providers to merchants
                
                
              

              
            

          

        

      

    

  







  
    

      
        
          our people

          It’s the people that make the place, and we’re firm believers in that philosophy. Get to know some of our
            leadership.

        

      


      
        
        
          
            
              
                
                

                
                
                

              

            


            
              
                
                  
                  

                  
                  
                  

                

              
            


            
              
                
                  chy sila

                  chief executive officer

                

                
                  
                  Chy Sila founded his first business in 1998 with the seed money of $500. Having gained experience as a tour guide and then in advertising & design, Sila and his partners went on to find CBM Corporation in 2002 (which consists of 8 F&B and catering services brands) as well as Sabay Digital Corporation in late 2007.

                  
                  A dynamic and idea-driven entrepreneur, Sila represents the new breed of Cambodian businesspersons. Professional and approachable, with a youthful outlook and passionate commitment to the growth, education and prosperity of all Cambodians, Sila is innovating Sabay Digital into a full-fledged entertainment company, expanding its portfolio into media, music, cinema and filmmaking.
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                  mike gaertner

                  chief operation officer

                

                
                  
                  A pioneer in the IT industry in Cambodia for 20 years; in 1997 building the first ISP in Cambodia, deploying DSL in 2003, in 2007 launched the first local game publisher and establishing the first widely adopted digital payment solution, since 2009 working with ISP & Carriers to build a successful domestic internet exchange.

                  
                  Currently leading the way by moving Sabay's game publishing to a platform business, deploying a blockchain-based solution for payment and settlement processing, moving Sabay's back-end services to continuous integration and containerized deployment - supported by automated management of servers and services. Born in Germany and educated at the University of Regensburg.

                  
                  Mike is passionate about statistics, machine learning, block-chain, system architecture and programming.
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